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Contracts 
 
The Contracts menu contains all the day to day functions you would expect to perform in the Contract 
Office.   
 
It has two Menu's, Admin and Reports. 
 
 

Admin Menu 
The Contracts Admin menu gives access to four main entry screens. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 11 

? Contracts Window, allows the Entry, Edit and 
Review of Sales Contract information. 
 

? Clients Window holds information about Re-Sale 
clients who have listed their timeshare week for sale. 
 

? Contract Lists can be used to quickly locate 
contracts. 
 

? Apartments.  Set-up and review of all Apartment 
related information. 
 

? ReSale Inventory – Review, Insert and Update Re-
Sale inventory. 
 

? Standard Letters for the initialisation of the Mail 
Merge standard letter printing facility. 
 

? Use the Report Distribution screen to define the 
circulation information for the reports. 
 

? To return to the Main Menu select the last menu 
option or hold down the CTRL on the keyboard and 
press the M key once. 
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Contracts Window 
Imagine the scenario where a completed worksheet is entered into the Contracts screen and then the 
Contract is printed out.  The Contract is taken back to the Sales Table where it is checked and returned 
for changes or Signed.  Capturing the details of the Sales Contract in this way guarantees the accuracy 
of the data in the system. 
 

 

Figure 12 

 

Contracts Window Toolbar Functions 
 

 
Show the First Contract using the current search index 

 
Show the Previous Contract using the current search index.  

 
Find a Contract and set the search index. 

 
Show the Next Contract using the current search index. 

 
Show the Last Contract using the current search index. 

 
Insert a new Contract. 

 
Edit the currently displayed Contract. 

 
Display the notes pane where up to 2,000 characters of additional 
comments can be entered. 
 

 
Display the Financial Summary Pane. 
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Exchange the current contract. 

 
Set one or more weeks available for re-sale. 
 

 
Accept the current entry and save changes to disk. 
 

 
Cancel the current entry/changes and revert to the saved version of the 
Contract. 

 
Show Pending Contracts Review window. 
 

 
Show the Mail Merge window for the printing of Standard Letters and 
Contracts. 

Entry Fields 
 
Field Name Description 
? Application 

Reference No. 
A unique 12-digit Reference number assigned to each Contract.  1 

? (1) First Clients 
Name and Date 
of Birth 

Name details are split into three fields for Initials, First Name and Surname for 
easy referencing and indexing.  Users of this screen may notice that entries into 
these fields are capitalised. 

? (2) Second 
Clients Name 
and Date of Birth 

These three fields work in the same manner as the First Clients Name field 
described above. 

? Address A large text area holding the full postal address of the client. 
? Tel (Home) Clients Home or Evening telephone number. 
? Tel (Work) Client's Work or Daytime telephone number. 
? Fax Client's Fax machine number, if applicable. 
? E-Mail @ 

Address 
If applicable, this 50-character field can hold a clients e-mail address.2 

? Contract 
Currency 

This defines the Currency the Contract is based on, once selected it is 
important that all financial entries are input using this currency.  If payment is 
made locally using a Credit Card, then it is important to convert the local 
currency into the Contract currency before entry. 

? Clients Language This defines the Language the clients speak, a useful piece of information for 
someone wishing to contact them at a later date. 

? Weeks Purchased 
Pane 

Displays details about the Weeks purchased under this contract.  It can be 
swapped for the Notes Pane by clicking on the Clipboard icon in the toolbar.   
A full description of both the Weeks and Notes pane follow later in this 
section. 

? Payments 
Schedule Pane 

Shows the payments expected for each contract including type, Balance or 
Deposit and due date etc.  This pane can be swapped for the Financial Details 
pane by clicking on the Calculator Icon in the toolbar.  A full description of 
both the Payments and Financial Details pane follow later in this section. 

? Sales Line Defines which Line the Contract values will appear under in the sales reports. 
? Market Source Defines the Market Source to be credited with the value of the sale. 
? Sales Person Defines the Sales Person to be credited with the value of the sale. 
? T.O. Manager Defines the T.O. Manager to be credited with the value of the sale. 
? Button Up Defines the person who Buttoned Up the sale and explained all the legal 

implications of the contract to the client. 

Operation 
Use the Insert button to enter new Contracts as the worksheets arrive in the contract office.  A number 
of validation checks are carried out when the user clicks on the Tick button to save the record and a 
message may appear if the program detects something in need of correction.  
                                                                 
1 Please note that the allocation of Contract Reference Numbers can be customised to meet the needs of 
the company or countries legal requirements.  
2 Click the label ‘E-Mail  @ :’ label to create an e-mail using your default e-mail software. 
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New Contract information should be entered in the following order: 

? Personal Details i.e. Name, Date of Birth and Address. 
? Select Preferred Currency and Spoken Language 
? Complete Telephone and E-Mail fields. 
? Using the Weeks Purchased Pane enter the Apartment and Week numbers purchased together 

with Occupancy Year and Purchase Price.  Notice how each apartment and week combination 
purchased is allocated a contract number. 

? Using the Payment Schedule Pane enter the deposits and balance payments for each contract. 
? Select the Sales Line, Market Source, Sales Person, T.O. Manager and Button Up entries from 

the drop down lists at the bottom of the screen. 
? Click on the Calculator Icon on the toolbar at the top of the screen to toggle the appearance of 

the Financial Details pane and complete. 
? If there are any notes to be made, click the Clipboard button in the top toolbar to toggle the 

appearance of the Notes pane. 
? To complete the entry of the Contract click on the Tick button in the top toolbar, a prompt 

window appears requesting confirmation of the sale date.   
 

 
 
A Status bar at the bottom of the window keeps the user informed of the currently displayed contract 
status. 
 

? Weak Sale Newly inserted Contract, which has yet to be registered. 
? Pending Registered Contract with monies outstanding 
? Closed Contract paid in full. 
? Exchanged Exchanged Upgrade/Downgrade to another Contract. 
? Cancelled Contract Cancelled. 
? PFS Posted For Signing. 

 
 

Weeks Purchased Pane 
 

 

Figure 13 

Operation 
A blank line is automatically added to the Weeks Purchased Pane when the users tabs off the E-Mail @ 
field.  Extra lines are added when a user tabs off the Price field at the end of each line, however only 
lines with a valid apartment and week number entry are saved against the contract. 
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Entry Fields  
Field Name Description 
? Apt # 12 Digit apartment number.  Entering the apartment number will retrieve and 

display the Type, Maximum Occupancy, Arrival Day and Maintenance 
information.  Alternatively enter a ‘?’ symbol and press tab, a window will 
appear showing a list of sale choices. 
 

 
 
The choices are grouped into Resort order with a final option to select resale 
weeks. 
 

? Type Description of the Apartment Type displayed in the Language of the client. 
? Wk # Week Number purchased.  Once the week number is entered the Season 

description and default price are retrieved and displayed.  
? Season Shows the Season description, in the Language of the client, defined for this 

Week.  This text can be overwritten if required. 
? Max. Occ. Shows the Internal Resort and Exchange Company's maximum occupancy 

levels for this size of apartment. 
? Occ. Year Shows the first year in which the client can occupy their apartment and week, 

the default value can be overwritten if required. 
? Arrival Day Change over day for this apartment. 
? Maintenance Annual Maintenance fee charge for this apartment in the currency of the 

contract split into Resort and Administration elements.   Maintenance Fee 
information is configured for each currency and apartment type using the 
Maintenance Fee option in the Utilities menu.  

? Price The total price for the week purchased. 
 
 

 Contract Notes Field 
 
Selecting the Clipboard button in the main toolbar causes the Weeks Purchased Pane to be replaced 
with a large 2000 character text field where notes can be entered about the client or sale.  As usual we 
recommend all notes are prefixed with the date and the initials of the commentator, the most recent 
note should be shown at the top of the field.   
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Figure 14 

Payment Schedule Pane 
 

 

Figure 15 

 
The Payments Pane allows the entry of the various Deposits and Balance payments that the owner will 
make when paying for their purchase.  Note that the Received column can only be completed via the 
Accounts window. 
 

Entry Fields  
Field Name Description 
? Due Date Date the payment is expected. 
? Payment Method A 35-character text field for the description of the payment method. Use the 

drop down button to select fro m preset payment descriptions.  
? Deposit Place a tick in this box for payments made as deposits. 
? Amount The amount of the payment in the currency of the contract. 
? Received Date the payment was received. 
 
 

 Financial Details pane 
The remaining contract information is entered in the Financial Details pane.  This can be accessed by 
clicking on the Calculator button in the toolbar. 
 

 

Figure 16 

Entry Fields  
Field Name Description 
? Bottom Line Minimum purchase price allowed for the sale of the weeks purchased under 

this contract. 
? Over/Under B.L. Amount sale is over or under the bottom line value.  Note that negative (under 

bottom line) values are shown in red. 
? Weeks Number of weeks purchased under this contract. 
? H.A.D. Home Arrival Date or date clients departs the Resort for Home.  
? Previous Sale If exchanged this field shows the Recap Value of the previous sale. 
? From If exchanged this field shows the Contract number of the previous sale. 
? Wks If exchanged this field shows the number of weeks purchased on the previous 

sale. 
? Volume Total Volume of Sale converted into Base Currency. 
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? Exchange Rate Exchange Rate used for converting the sale into the Base Currency. 
? Total Price Total Price taken from the Sum of the Price field in the Weeks Purchased 

Pane. 

?  Additions Total additions added to this contract.  Clicking the text label "Additions" 
opens the Contract Additions popup window.  These items are charged on top 
of the sale price. 

?  Deductions Total deductions for this contract.  Clicking the text label "Deductions" opens 
the Contract Deductions popup window described below.  These items are 
deducted from the total sale price to calculate the recap. 

? EUR Recap Recap of the sale in the currency of the contract. 
? Base Recap Recap value shown in the Reporting currency, i.e. Sterling. 
 
 
 

 Contract Deductions Window 
The contract deductions window lists all the relevant deductions that were included in the price of the 
sale.  The default descriptions and amounts are configured using the Resort Descriptions window 
located in the Tools & Utilities area of the system. 
 

 

Figure 17 

 

Toolbar Functions 
 

 
Print the Contract Deductions report. 
 

 
Close the Contract Deductions window.  

 

Columns 
Field Name Description 
? Description 35 character descriptive text of the deduction. 
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? Amount Amount of the deduction shown in the currency of the sale.  
? Include Only deductions with a tick in the Include checkbox are added to the total 

deduction amount. 
 
 

Finding a Contract 
To locate a Contract click on the Find button in the contracts window toolbar.  A number of fields will 
then become highlighted in yellow, these are the search fields and include: 
 
Agreement Number Use any valid contract number. 
Surname Searches both Surname fields for a match. 
Address   Search on any part of the address. 
Telephone Although only the Home Telephone field is highlights the searches 

actually takes place on all three telephone number fields. 
 
To start a search simply enter the required search string into one of the available search fields and click 
the tick button on the toolbar, please note that a search can only be performed on one of the highlighted 
fields at a time. 
 
If only a single matching Contract is found then its details are displayed in the window.  If multiple 
matching Contracts are located then a special find window pops up on to the screen allowing you to 
choose between them. 
 

 

Figure 18 

If no matches are found then a blank contract window is shown. 
 

 Editing A Contract. 
Clicking the Edit button on the toolbar will allow the user (assuming the user has been given access to 
this function) to quickly perform any changes deemed necessary to the Contract.  Any part of the 
Contract can be amended (except the Application/Contract Reference Number) until the contract 
becomes registered.  After this point only the Address and Contact information of the Contract can be 
altered. 
 
 

 Exchanging a Contract. 
Clients on occasion may wish to exchange the Apartment and Weeks they purchased for another 
Apartment and Weeks at the resort, there are 3 types of exchange. 

? C.O.W. Change of Weeks (No change in price) 
? Upgrade Change to a more expensive apartment and week. 
? Downgrade Change to a less expensive apartment and week. 
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 Resale Function 
At present this function has not been implemented, however the button has been reserved for use with 
the resale program once it becomes established. 

 Contract Review Function 
 A Contract will have a number of different statuses during its lifespan; new Contracts take on a Status 
of Weak Sale until they have been registered using the Contract Review window.  Normally a Contract 
can be registered immediately, however if is felt that the client may wish to cancel due to insufficient 
deposit etc. then it can be left in the system as a weak sale.   
 
Weak Sales do not appear on the Daily Sales Register or any of the other Sales Reports in the system.  
Once the Contract is felt to be strong it can be registered via the Contract Review window and it will 
appear in the reports for the date specified. 
 

 The Contract Review function is quite a powerful feature.  The System Administrator 
should consider restricting access via the inbuilt security system. 

 
 

 

Figure 19 

Toolbar Functions  
 

 

Register Contract - Register the currently selected contract and enter the date 
on which it became strong.  Contract will appear in the Daily Sales Register 
and Sales Reports for that date.   
 

 
 

 

Cancel Contract - Cancel the currently selected contract and enter the date on 
which it cancelled.  Contract will appear in the Cancellation Register and 
Reports for that date. 
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Print Report - Prints a report of all sales requiring registration.  See Deals On 
Hold Register below. 
 

 

Burn Contract - Removes the currently selected Contract from the system.  
The contract does not appear on the Cancelled Sales Register. 
 

 

Re-Issue Button – Copies the currently selected contract and assigns new 
contract numbers.  The current contract is then set as void.  This feature is 
especially useful if a contract becomes damaged during printing. 
 

 

Save Button - Save to disk any changes made. 
 
 

 

Undo Button - Undo any alterations. 

 
 

Deals ‘On Hold’ Register Report 
 
A useful report that details all the contracts which remain unregistered. 
 

 

Figure 20 
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Printing Letters 
To print a pre-set Standard Letter for a client, click the Print button on the Toolbar.  A new window 
appears allowing you to select a Standard Letter from the drop down list in the toolbar. 

Letter Dispatch Toolbar Functions  
 

 
Edit the Letter, users should be aware that edits performed on 
this window are only temporary. 

 
Merge the Contract details into the letter before printing. 
 

 
Drop down list of available letters. 
Users should note that three built in Contract templates are 
available from this list for the printing of Contract details onto 
pre-printed stationary.  

 
Cancel button used to undo any changes made with the Edit 
function. 

 
OK button used save temporarily any changes made with the 
Edit function. 

 
Send the contents of the screen to the printer. 

 
 

 

Figure 21 

Operation 
Select the required letter from the drop down list of Standard Letters.  Merge the details from the 
contract with the letter by clicking on the Merge button on the toolbar.  Review the letter on the screen 
and if any last minute changes are required use the edit function.  Finally, print the letter using the Print 
button on the Toolbar. 
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Default Letters  
The system comes preconfigured with three standard letter choices including: 
 
C.C. Sheet-Full Full Client Control summary sheet including notes and the address. 
C.C. Sheet-No Notes Client Control summary sheet including the address but excluding notes. 
C.C. Sheet-No Address Client Control Sheet excluding notes and address information. 
  

 

 

 
Resort Access also has the ability to process Rich Text Files.  This is especially useful for 
contract printing where a complex form with graphics has been created in Microsoft Word or 
Open Office.   

To utilise this feature add the Resort Access mail merge codes (Appendix 1) to the document 
and then save the document in Rich Text format (RTF) into the Resort Access templates sub 
folder. 
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Clients (Resale) 
Sometimes during the sales process you come across a client who already owns a timeshare week at 
another resort  and would like to upgrade.  Resort Access allows you to add the client’s week to a resale 
list that can be offered to other clients. 
 
The Client Information window is split into three tabs. 
 
Contact Contact details of the client wishing to sell 
Contracts Full list of Contracts belonging to the Client. 
ReSales List of timeshare weeks being offered for sale by the client.  

Tab 1 Client Information 
 

 
 

Toolbar Functions  

 
Display the contact details of the first client in the database. 
 

 
Display the contact details of the previous client in the database. 
 

 
Find a client using the RefNo., Surname, Address and Telephone number fields. 
 

 
Display the contact details of the next client in the database. 
 

 
Display the contact details of the last client in the database. 
 

 
Insert the contact details for a new client. 
 

 
Edit the contact details of the currently displayed client. 
 

 
Delete the currently displayed client.  This may not be possible if other information exists in 
the database. 
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Save the current changes. 
 

 
Cancel the current entry. 
 

 
This button has been reserved for the printing of client based reports. 

 

Tab 2 Client Contracts 
 
The second tab details any purchases the client has made from the company.  Double click on a 
contract in the list to open the contract window and show the full details of the contract in the contract 
window. 
 

 
 

Toolbar Functions  (Only the buttons listed are enabled on this pane.) 

 
Display a list of contracts for the first client in the database. 
 

 
Display a list of contracts for the previous client in the database. 
 

 
Display a list of contracts for next client in the database. 
 

 
Display a list of contracts for last client in the database. 
 

 
Insert a new contract for the currently displayed client. 
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Tab 3 ReSale Weeks 
 
The third tab details any weeks the client has made available for resale.  Double click on a line in the 
list to open the contract window and show the full details of the contract including the purchaser in the 
contract window.  Naturally this feature is only applicable if the week has been sold. 
 

 
 

Toolbar Functions  (Only the buttons listed are enabled on this pane.) 

 
Display a list of contracts for the first client in the database. 
 

 
Display a list of contracts for the previous client in the database. 
 

 
Display a list of contracts for next client in the database. 
 

 
Display a list of contracts for last client in the database. 
 

 
Insert a new resale week for the currently displayed client. 
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Contract Lists 
The Contract List facility is an alterative way of locating a contract and printing a list of contract.  
 

 
 
The two drop down lists in the tool bar work as filters allowing you to dis play a list of Clients by 
Language and by Status.  It is possible therefore to display only a list of Closed English Contracts. 
 
The List window works together with the contract window so that when a contract is selected from the 
list the Contract window will redraw in the background to display its full details. 
 
The print button copies the currently displayed list to the printer.  
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Apartments and Inventory Window 
All changes to Apartments in the Resort Access system are controlled via the Apartment and Inventory 
windows described below.  Choosing the Apartments option from the Admin menu of Resort Access 
will open the Apartment window with Inventory window behind.   
 
The two windows work together;  selecting an Apartment from the list of available units in the 
Apartment Descriptions Window causes its Inventory Details to be displayed in the window behind. 
 

 
Clicking in the column title of the Apartment Window causes the list of Apartments to be 
sorted in that order. 

 

 

Figure 22 

Toolbar Functions 
 

 
Insert New Apartment - Clicking this button clears the fields at the bottom of 
the window where new Apartment details can be entered.   

 
Edit Selected Apartment - Allows changes to be made to the currently 
selected Apartment. 

 
Delete Selected Apartment - Deletes the currently selected Apartment and 52 
week Inventory.  Please note a system check is carried out first to ensure that 
the Apartment has no sold or allocated Inventory. 
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OK Button - Save to disk any changes made. 

 
Cancel Button - Undo any alterations. 

 

Columns Explained 
A description of the available Apartment entry fields and their purpose: 
 
Column Title Description 
? Apartment 

Number 
10 Digit character field used as a Unique reference to identify the Apartment. 

? Type Select the appropriate Apartment type description from the drop down list.  
Apartment Type descriptions are defined in the Language Definition Lookup window 
in the Tools and Utilities section of the Resort Access system. 

? Maint. Week Maintenance Week.  This is the week number reserved for the annual refurbishment 
and decoration of the unit. 

? Change Over 
Day 

Day of the week that owners of this apartment are expected to arrive and depart. 

? Max Occ. Maximum Occupancy: 
? Resort - As defined by the Resort for internal exchanges. 
? Exch - As defined by the Exchange Organisation for this size of unit. 
 

? X Sheet Location of the Apartment in the X-Sheet Report: 
? Page - Logical Page Number where the Apartment is to be listed. 
? Row - Row on the Page where the Apartment is to be listed. 
 

? Resort Resort Access is configured to handle the Inventory of many different resorts; this 
drop down list allows the appropriate resort for the apartment to be selected. 
 

? Control 
Inventory 

This column can only be set during Insert by placing a cross in the checkbox next  to 
the Resort Dropdown.  If selected Resort Access creates a 52 week matrix for the 
apartment to it can monitor the inventory and prevent double selling.  This should be 
left blank for apartments where the Inventory is controlled from another location or 
for non inventory products such as trial membership packs. 
  

? Update Flag Set When any change is made to the Inventory of an Apartment, i.e. Week sold, then the 
Update Flag is set to Yes.  It is then possible to print out a list of Inventory pages for 
all Apartments with its Update Flag set to Yes via the "Detailed Pages" item on the 
Contracts Reports menu. 

 
 

 Setting the X-Sheet Row and Page numbers to zero prevents the Apartment from being 
listed on the X-Sheet inventory report. 

 

Inventory Window 
The Inventory Window displays the current status for each of the 52 weeks available at an Apartment.  
The Status column shows the single character that is displayed on the X Sheet report. 
 
 

KEY TO STATUS CODES  
- Un-Sold 

W Sold - Contract not Registered (Weak Sale) 
P Sold - Contract Registered but not Closed (Pending) 
R Identified as available for sale via the Resale program. 
M Maintenance week, cannot be sold. 
H On Hold for another client, cannot be sold. 
B Blocked, Cannot be sold. 
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0,1,2,3,4,5,
6,7,8, or 9 

Reserved for use for immediate future and can only be sold with occupancy starting in 
year ending, i.e. 0 = 2000, 1=2001 etc… 

 
 
The Status Codes H, M and numeric codes 0-9 are entered via the Inventory Allocations Window by 
double clicking on the selected week.  The screen will accept any 1 digit letter or number so users are 
free to make up their own codes if required. 
 
 

 

Figure 23 

 
When reserving a week for use it is advisable to use the Text field to enter some a note to remind a user 
why the week is being allocated. 
 

 

Figure 24 

Toolbar Functions  
 

 
Clears the contents of the Text field and sets the Inventory Status symbol 
back to the default "_" to represent an Un-Sold week. 
 

 
OK Button - Save to disk any changes made. 
 
 

 
Cancel Button - Undo any alterations. 
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ReSale Inventory 
The ReSale Inventory window details information about the weeks clients have arranged to sell.   The 
contents of the window is controlled by the drop down status list on the toolbar. 
 

For Sale Display inventory weeks that are available for sale. 
On Hold Display inventory that is  temporarily unavailable for 

sale. 
Posted for Signing Display inventory which are awaiting authorisation 

signature from the client. 
Sold – Pending Display inventory which has been sold but the 

balance has yet to be received 
Sold – Completed Display inventory which has been sold and the 

balance has been received 

 

Cancelled Display inventory which was sold and later 
cancelled. 

  

 
 

 
To change the status of a ‘For Sale’ week to ‘On Hold’, double click its line on the resale 
window. 

   

Toolbar Functions 
 

 
Insert New Resale week - Clicking this button will prompt the user to select 
or insert client information via the client window, followed by the entry of 
details relating to the week available for resale.   

 
Edit Selected Week - Allows changes to be made to the current selection. 
 

 
Delete Selected Week - Deletes the currently selected week from the resale 
register. 

 

 
 

 
OK Button - Save to disk any changes made. 
 

 
Cancel Button - Undo any alterations. 
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Print the currently displayed inventory list. 

 

Columns Explained 
A description of the available resale entry fields and their purpose: 
 
 
Column Title Description 
? Clients Name Name of the client selling the week. 

 
? Resort Name Name of the resort where the apartment is located. 

 
? Apt # The apartment number. 

 
? Week # Week number available for sale.  Multiple weeks should be listed individually. 

 
? Apartment Type Description of the apartment type. 

 
? Season RCI/II season description for this week. 

 
? Max. Occ. Maximum Occupancy: 

? Resort - As defined by the Resort for occupancy and internal exchanges. 
? Exch - As defined by the Exchange Organisation for this size of unit. 
 

? Occ. Year Next available year of occupancy.  
 

? MF Paid Has the Maintenance Fee been paid for the Occupancy Year stated? 
 

? Arrival Day Changeover day for this apartment at the resort. 
 

? Asking Price Monies to be paid to the client on completion of the sale. 
 

? Selling Price Minimum sale price required. 
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Standard Letters Window 
Once the Contract details are captured on the system, you will probably want to print a Contract and a 
number of other documents such as letters.  This is where the Standard Letters window becomes useful.  
It allows the basic text of a document to be input along with Merge Codes.  The Merge Codes are later 
replaced with information from the Contract, a complete list of codes can be found in Appendix 1 at the 
back of this manual. 
   

 

Figure 25 

Toolbar Functions 
 

 
Insert Letter - Use this function to enter the details of a new letter, or paste in 
the contents a document from file using the Paste From File function in the 
Edit menu.   

 
Edit Letter - Make permanent changes to the currently selected letter. 
 

 
Delete Letter - Deletes the currently selected letter. 
 

 
Merge - Use this button to test the merge codes in the letter by replacing them 
with values from the last Contract viewed. 

 
Cancel Button - Undo any alterations. 
 

 
OK Button - Save to disk any changes made. 
 

 
Print - Print the letter so that you can check how it's going to look on the 
page.  
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Operation 
Consider inserting Standard Letters for all Client correspondence and sales documentation.  If pre-
printed stationary is used, it should be possible to create a Standard Letter consisting entirely of spaces 
and Merge Codes that will align the contract information up with the spaces on the stationary. 
Users should note that Letters are printed using the proportional Times New Roman Font at 10 points. 
 
For contract printing you should consider the use of Rich Text files discussed earlier in the chapter. 
 
The Margin field controls the left hand margin when printing. 
 
 

Report Distribution Window 
All the main reports in the system have the option of including a distribution list.  This is an area of text 
that appears in the Top Left or Top Right of the report that can be used to define who is to receive a 
copy of the report on a regular basis. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 26 

 
 
The Report Distribution window holds an entry for every report that supports this feature.  To edit the 
distribution entry for a report simply select the required and click the edit button on the tool bar.  The 
report details are copied to the bottom of the window where the Distribution Text can be altered.  Once 
the changes are complete click on the Tick Button to save the changes or the Cross Button to revert. 
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Reports Menu 
 

 
 

 

Figure 27 

The Contracts Reports Menu is divided into three sections, Daily, 
Weekly and Inventory. 
? D.S.R. - Daily Sales Register listing details of all sales for a 

selected day. 
? Sales Report - A Mini Sales Representative Report showing 

Daily Sales by Sales Representative with a Weekly 
Cumulative. 

? T.O. Report - Similar to the above Sales Report except it shows 
activity by T.O. Manager instead of Sales Representative. 

? Actual Sales Report - Show the sales for a Selected day or 
week with columns for Pending, Closed and Cancelled. 

? Exchanges - Register of Exchanged Sales for a selected week 
? Closed Sales - Register of Closed Sales for a selected week. 
? Cancellations - Register of Cancelled Sales for a selected 

week. 
? Owners List by Week - Report showing unit owners for a 

selected week (1-52), useful for reception when planning 
arrivals and the In-House sales department. 

? X - Sheet - Report showing a table of available Inventory for 
the whole resort. 

? Detailed Pages - One page per Apartment showing a line for 
each Inventory week and its current status. 

 

Daily Reports 
Although all the reports in this section of the software are useful, probably the most useful is that of the 
Daily Sales Report.  Not only does this report show Sales Activity for each Sales Representative it also 
Generates Sales Statistics that feed through to the Monthly Sales Report.  
 

 It is quite important to understand this.  If a change is made to a Contract that effect the 
reports then i t is important to re-run the Daily Sales Report again or the changes will not be 
reflected in the Monthly Sales Report.  In practice, this does not usually present a problem 
as the Daily Sales Report would probably be re-printed anyway and re-distributed as a 
matter of procedure to ensure the Sales Managers have the latest figures. 

 

Weekly Reports 
The Weekly Sales and Marketing Reports are found under the Main Reports menu described later in 
this manual.  The Weekly Reports available on the Contracts Reports menu with the exception of the 
Actual Sales Report are registers of Closed and Cancelled Sales.  Once a week these Registers can be 
printed and distributed to other areas within the Organisation such as the Accounts Department. 
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DSR - Daily Sales Register 
The idea behind the Daily Sales Register is to have a Day Book of all Sales Activity that can be given 
to the Accounts Department so that they can perform their function.  Its operation could not be simpler, 
simply select the Week and Day, decide where you want the report to be printed and the report is 
generated. 
 
The familiar Week Selector window pops up prompting you to select a week, refer to Figure 7 on page 
12 for a picture of this window.  Once the Week has been selected, a further window appears 
requesting the day required. 
 

 

Figure 28 

Pick the required day from the list with a single click.  
Each day is displayed with its full century date and 
description.  For a summary of the Sales, Exchanges and 
Cancellations for the week to date select the WEEKLY 
option at the top of the dialog. 
 
Once selected the details are copied down to the bottom 
part of the window and the user is invited to click on the 
blue Tick button to continue or the Pink Cross to cancel. 
 
The last popup window to appear prompts for the Report 
Destination.  For a full description of this window, 
please refer to Figure 8 on page 12.   
 
The program spends a short amount of time looking for 
Sales on the chosen day and creates the report.  If no 
Sales where found for that day then a message appears.   

 
 

 

Figure 29 
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Sales Report 
The Daily Sales Report has been created so that the Sales Managers can receive up to date Sales 
Representative statistics for the previous day and the Weekly cumulative so far. 
 
Each Sales Line has a separate Sub Total, which is then grouped into Cold and In-House Sales Lines, 
an overall Total is shown at the end of the report. 
 
Each Sales Line can include an 'Other' column for Tours or Sales where the Sales Representative is no 
longer working for the company.  This can be set using the Sales Persons window in the Reports 
section of the program, either delete the Sales Person from the system or remove the Check box from 
the Current Employee field with the Edit function. 
 
Most of the report is self-explanatory showing Tours, Sales and Volume for each Sales Representative 
active that week.  The % column between Sales and Volume shows the Closing Percentage calculation 
which is a simple formula of Sales divided by Tours, naturally the higher the Closing Percentage the 
better the ability of the Sales Person.  The Efficiency column is another interesting Calculation and is 
created by dividing the Sales Volume by the number of Tours.  In effect, this gives a figure of income 
per Tour.  A Sales Manager who knows the average cost of each Tour can use this figure as quick 
guide as to whether he is making a profit or not, i.e. Income per Tour - Cost Per Tour = Gross Profit. 
 
 

 

Figure 30 
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T.O. Report 
The Daily T.O. Report works in the same fashion as the Daily Sales Report described above. 
All the Columns and Formulas are the same with the exception that this time its T.O. Managers that are 
the Subject of the report  and not Sales Representatives. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 31 
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Actual Sales Report 
The Sales Reports only show the total Volume sold and cancelled, they give little indication of the 
what actually happened to the sales later on.  This is where the Actual Sales Report comes into its own, 
it’s a very useful report that allows comparisons to be made.  For example, perhaps changes were made 
to the Sales process on a particular date and there is a need to see if this has helped to bring down the 
Cancellation percentage.  
 
The Report uses the Contract status to decide into which column the Sale should fit.  There are three 
different statuses within Resort Access, i.e.: 
 
? Pending Monies still to be collected. 
? Closed Client has paid in full. 
? Cancelled Client or Resort has cancelled the contract. 
 
To see what actually happened to the sales on a particular day, select the report from the Menu.  The 
usual Week Selector window will appear.  Pick the Week in which the required day is found and click 
on the Tick button.   The Day Selector window appears next, select the required day and again Click on 
the Tick button.  The last window that appears prompts you for the Report Destination, the operation of 
this window is described earlier in the manual. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 32 

 
 
The Report has Four Columns for Total Sales, Closed Sales, Cancelled Sales and Pending Sales with 
each line shown as a separate sub-total accumulating into a Grand Total at the end of the report. 
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Closed Sales Report 
The Closed Sales report lists all Closed Contracts for a selected week.  Select the report from the menu 
bar and select the desired week from the familiar Week Selector window that appears. 
 
The Report uses the Closed Sale date, entered when closing the Contract on the Contract Window and 
not the Contract date to decide which Contracts to include in the report. 
 
 

 

Figure 33 

 
The Report is grouped into Sales Lines and shows enough information to enable the calculation of 
Sales Commissions by the Accounts Department.    
 

Cancellations Report 
The operation of the Cancellation report is the same as the Closed Sales report detailed above. 
 
The Cancellation report makes use of the Cancellation date, entered when canceling the contract on the 
Contracts Window to decide which Contracts to include in the report.  
 
 

 

Figure 34 

 
A couple of empty columns "Refund" and "CXL No." allow the user to manually enter further 
information about the cancellation, if required, prior to copying and distributing the report. 
 

Weekly Actual Sales Report 
The Actual Sales Report works in exactly the same way as the Daily Actual Sales Report described on 
the previous page.  The exception of course is that the report is created for the whole week's sales 
activity and the user is not prompted to select a day of the week. 
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Owners List by Week 
A valuable feature of Resort Access is the ability to print a list of Owners for a particular week of 
Inventory.  The resort reception can use this information early on in the season to plan expected 
arrivals; the In-House Sales department also find the information useful when looking for prospective 
clients to upgrade. 
 
Resort Access can track the Inventory Ownership of multiple Resorts so the first window that appears 
when selecting the option from the Contracts Reports menu prompts the user for the required resort. 
 

 

Figure 35 

 
Once a selection is made a further window 
appears requesting the week required.  Users 
should note that clicking on the Red Cancel 
button on the toolbar would cancel the report; the 
Green Tick button accepts the selection and 
creates the report. 
 
An example of a report is shown below. 
 
Please note that the Distribution Lis t shown in the 
top right corner of this reportcan be defined using 
the Report Distribution window described earlier 
in this section. 

 

Figure 36 

 
 

 

Figure 37 
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X-Sheet Inventory Report 
Probably one of the most useful reports in the Resort Access system, the X-Sheet Inventory report 
shows the up-to-the minute status of every week at the Resort.  Normal office practice would be to 
print this report after the last sales had been entered into the system at the end of the day for 
distribution to the various sales departments. 
 
Selecting the report from the bottom of the Reports Menu prompts the user with the following question. 
 
 

 

Figure 38 

 
Make your selection ALL or CURRENT from the dialog box to reveal the next question. 
 

 

Figure 39 

 
The user is now prompted to choose between different versions of the Inventory report.   

? ADMIN - Shows full Inventory Detail 
? SALES - Shows an X for unavailable weeks. 

 
Once the type of report has been selected the user is prompted for the report destination i.e. Printer, 
Screen etc. 
 

 

Figure 40 

 
The order of the Apartments that appear on the report is controlled from the Apartments window 
described earlier in this section of the manual.  The "_" character represents unsold inventory and helps 
to space out the weeks in the report, it also enables the report to be manually updated with a pen when 
further weeks become sold during the day. 
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Detailed Pages Inventory Report 
For quick inventory enquires Resort Access provides the Detailed Inventory Page consisting of one 
page per apartment listing weeks 1 to 52 with a detailed description of their current status. 
 
When the report is run for the first time it prints out a single page for each Apartment in the system, 
subsequent runs of the report however causes only Apartments whose Inventory has changed since the 
last run to be included. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 41 
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